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RECONSIDERING THE ROOTS OF EVENT MANAGEMENT:

LEISURE IN ANCIENT ROME

MAXIMILLIANO E. KORSTANJE

School of Economics, University of Palermo, Buenos Aires, Argentina

The present research note is aimed at describing scientifically how citizens practiced leisure in
Ancient Rome ranging from 100 BC to 100 AD, almost 123 years of history that merit being
uncovered. Readers who wish a clear description of how leisure conformed in the High Empire
should refer to classical biographers such as Cornelius Tacitus and Caius Suetonius. In different
manners, both have contributed to understand further regarding how Romans lived. Like in Greece,
Rome mythology encouraged conflicts, confronting sons against their fathers due to the glory,
fame, and power, which were values a child learned from the cradle. As a result, in the space of
a few decades, Rome transformed into a military and economic Empire that subdued and indexed
to known world for more than four centuries. Under such a circumstance, leisure worked as a
vehicle towards hegemony and ideology, preventing social fragmentation as well as encouraging
a rural migration to urban cities.
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Introduction ous, because they do not use contemporary biblio-
graphical resources, and neither epigraphic nor ar-
cheological evidences to describe or explain howIn recent years, researchers in tourism fields

have devoted their efforts to studying the tourism Romans lived. On the other hand, they often disre-
gard the influence of mythology in social life ashistory recurring once and once again to the lei-

sure in Ancient Rome (Beltritti, 2005; Cioce Sam- well as classic texts authored by biographers such
as Horace, Suetonius, Tacitus, or Virgilio. Of course,paio, 2005; Cordero Ulate, 2006; Fortunato, 2005;

Getino, 2002; Jimenez Guzman, 1986; Khatchik- this is not due to incompetence or laziness by the
part of researchers but a limitation that surfacesian, 2000; McIntosh & Gupta, 1983; Munné, 1999;

Norrild, 2005; Norval, 1935; Puddu Loy, 1983; whenever the analyzed time frame is very large. In
addition, Rome has historically captivated manyTowner, 1985; Wallingre, 2007). In fact, ancient

leisure is considered in many studies as a prerequi- scholars from Europe and beyond—not only from
tourism fields but also in other disciplines assite for modern tourism. In what follows, studies

of this nature are argumentatively weak or spuri- well—but each one depicted in Rome a projection
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of its own civilization. Even though we have to Mythology
admit there is so much of Rome in our present

Even though there is no consensus among schol-world, this does not determine that modern tour-
ars about the influence of myths in history, numer-ism and ancient leisure would be comparable is-
ous studies in anthropological academy demon-sues.
strated that cosmology—a system of mythicalUnder such a context, this article is intended to
beliefs—conditions the social practices (Balan-highlight scientifically the preliminary expressions
dier, 2004; Eliade, 1968; Geertz, 2005; Hocart,of leisure in a folk that stood in a moment of his-
1927; Korstanje, 2009; Leach, 1954; Levi-Strauss,

tory favorable for development and expansion, as
2002; Malinowski, 1998; Mauss, 2006; Peirano,

well as explaining to what an extent the politic
2000; Pritchard-Evans, 1977; Turner, 1999; Van

manipulation of pleasure can work as a vehicle
Gennep, 1986; Vernant, 2005).

toward hegemony. A chronological basis for this
The main problem for researchers who study

study comprises 123 years ranging from 27 BC
ancient Rome is trivializing the influence of my-

with the coronation of Octavanius to 96 DC with
thology on daily customs. That way, exegesis, a

the death of Titus Flavius Domicianus, a period
method usually applied for the interpretation of

well known by specialists as the High Roman Em-
myths, paved the way for a better understanding

pire.
of how Romans enjoyed their leisure time. Cos-
mology of this interesting world (orbis terrarium)
has been legitimized by the gods’ wishes. In re-Historical Background
gards to this, unlike Norse or Celtic mythology,

Scientifically, we can analyze the history of Roman ones emphasized the conflict between fa-
Rome in three stages: Monarchy, Republic, and ther and sons. Once upon a time, as J. P. Vernant
Empire. At the first stage, the Monarchy was char- (2005) argued, the goddess Gea (earth) and Ura-
acterized by a set of regencies of Kings who were nus copulated every night and day incessantly.
generally elected by a council of old wise men The sons who both engendered were unable to be
(Senatus). This epoch commenced in 509 BC and born, because Uranus never moved away from
lasted until the fall of “Tarquin the Proud.” From over Gea. Mythologically, this legend emphasizes
the 1st century AD onwards, it emerges as the Re- that every night and every day Uranus still lies
public, a political form organized by consuls who down on Gea, preventing her sons who were trapped
ruled the destiny of Rome, commanding armies in her womb from getting out. One of them,
and financial funds. Staunch enemies of the Sen- Cronos, castrated the obsessive Uranus using a
ate, consuls consolidated and expanded their he- sickle provided internally by his mother. Once
gemony no later than the third Punic War wherein Cronos liberated his brothers, he ruled the earth
Cartago was basically defeated and exterminated and sky until one of his youngest sons, Zeus (Jupi-
(Grimal, 2002). Many decades later, after the de- ter) defied and defeated him in “the battle of Ti-
feat of Cleopatra and Mark Anthony in Actium, tans.” As a result of this, Zeus was finally en-
Octavianus took the throne, proclaiming himself throned as the supreme authority in Olympus
as the first Roman Emperor. With this young aris- (Vernant, 2005). What appears to be quite clear in
tocrat starts a period that historians know as The this matter is a predisposition of Romans for
Empire, dated precisely in 27 BC. From then on, reaching power and glory even at the expenses of
Emperors will govern the fate of a people who their own family. For instance, these are the cases
will transform in the greatest political and military of Romulo and Remo, Caesar and Pompeyus, An-
organization that history ever knew. Today, many tonius and Octavianus, Caracalla and Geta, Clau-
institutions remain from Rome in our modern style dio and Nero, and so forth (Duby & Aries, 1985;
of life, even in our manners of managing public Grimal, 2002; Hidalgo de la Vega, 2005; Kaerst,
events. Of course, this is a surface manifestation 1929; Spivey, 2004; Suetonius, 1985; Tacitus, 1993).
of a much more deep-seated issue that we will fo- It is noteworthy to analyze a second myth

whose importance may not be left behind. This iscus on in this article.
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the myths of a Titan, well known as Prometheus, calendar represented a combination of happiness,
fun, and hospitality. At the beginning, even if few,who evaded Zeus’s orders bringing fire to men.

Scholars think that this legend laid the foundations there were religious celebrations, inasmuch as the
Empire grew, further were the days of feats andof competition in leisure expressions such as Cir-

cus, Races, or Gladiator games (ludi gladiatori). laziness. Prospectively, for the 1st century BC, 45
religious celebrations comprised more than 45With certain emphasis on the tension between dis-

pleasure and pleasure, this fire symbolizes the mo- working days. That way, Saturnalias was held
from December 17 until December 23 in winternopoly of technology to administrate the universe;

in other words, the essence of work. Afterwards, solstice. During this celebration, slaves were tem-
porarily freed from their duties and an atmospherebeing punished by Zeus, Prometheus is con-

demned to have his liver be eaten by a big eagle, of cooperation emerged characterized by the gifts
that were circulated. The Lupercales feasts (inwhile at nights is regenerated to repeat this cycle

eternally. Once again, Heracles (or Hercules for honor to Luperco) took place on February 15 and
took just a few days emulating the founding mythRomans) not only confronts Zeus’s will (his own
of Romulus and Remo. On February 27, uttermostfather) but also sets free this Titan. At first in-
roman citizenship celebrated the Equirias, a feaststance, Prometheus’s liver symbolizes the hu-
in honor of military triumph of Empire and Marsman’s need to work on earth every day of his life
(Sola, 2004). To put this more clearly, Romansto rest during nights and reassume on the next
were pioneers in the organizing of festivals anddawn. Secondly, fire seems to have a certain con-
events. By understanding contributions of ancientnection to technology advances associated to Ro-
history there should be an alternative pathway toman civilization. In general, a world (not only the
reckon social functions of events in our modernRome but also beyond) comprises productive and
world.unproductive cycles wherein creation is associated

Metaphorically speaking, technological advancesto a constant moment of destruction (Eliade,
in combination with a much greater metropolis to1968). Heracles once again has broken down such
feed prompted Rome to expand their limits, incor-a process, giving to humanity the authority to
porating new lands and economies. As a result oftransform the environment by means of rational
this, Rome was a world plagued by contradictionsand instrumental logic; this instrument would be
and social tension; a slave would have a better po-considered as a criterion of humanity and a form
sition than a citizen depending upon the owner heof granting an eternal happiness in the earth. For
or she belonged to. Other negative effects werethat reason, many wild animals were assassinated
associated to fragmentation, veterans of warsduring ludi gladiatori for all members of the audi-
abroad, and a rapid social mobility upward. These,ence; people not only celebrated in such bloody
like many other imbalances, were offset in the po-events a taken for granted technical supremacy
litical articulation of leisure. Leisure not only wasover all nature, but also their rights of territorial
utilized as a method to prevent social fragmenta-possession upon other civilizations; from their
tion and conflict, but also as a way to warrant ancosmology, Romans had been called by Zeus to
appropriate military expansion. For instance, le-administrate the surrounding natural resources and
gions positioned in lands where ores such as silvertake possession of the globe privileging discourses
or gold could be extracted and expatriated to theirassociated to development, humanity, and civiliza-
splendorous cities. Once transformed by elabo-tion (Duby & Aries, 1985; Korstanje, 2009; Veyne,
rated goods, peripheral communities received cloths,1985; Vernant, 2005). This same discourse has not
jewels, baths, instruments for plowing, and othertoo much changed nowadays.
merchandise that characterized the Roman style of
life (Carcopino, 1956; Chamley, 2006; Cristóbal,Forms of Leisure in Ancient Rome
2006; Friedlander, 1982; Mehesz, 2003; Paoli, 2007;

For one moment, if we imagine, Rome would Robert, 1992; Veyne, 1985).
be a magnificent center wherein coexisted people The term given to shkóle, in Rome was otium

and its negation nec-otium (Munné, 1999), but Ro-from all part of the known world. The religious
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mans did not dedicate so much time to soul eman- abroad with a hard restriction over her because of
adultery: the lack of wine (Suetonius, 1985).cipation, inclining their practices to hedonism and

Other more exciting events in the daily life ofcorporal pleasure. Unlike Greece, this Mediterra-
the Roman Empire had been attending the publicnean society was founded around certain values
baths. These sites not only were affordable for allsuch as negotiation and adulation; a standard ro-
citizens without distinction of status or class, butman citizen without the wealth to survive had to
there had not been any physical demarcation be-have a solid network of relationships and alliances
tween richness and poverty. In these splendorous(Mehesz, 2003). Originally, spaces dedicated to
sites, people may play some sport, enjoy the ther-leisure practice were inside the towns, but gradu-
mal springs, or talk about news and gossip. Profes-ally citizens sought new sites farther away. The
sor Veyne addresses a study that demonstratesnovelty of riches was the Villas built in Tivoli,
these baths were not aimed at promoting hygieneTusculum, and Praeneste wherein they spent their
but for the encountering of friends, a similar roleholidays in private. Emperors like Hadrian or Tra-
played by modern beaches today (Veyne, 1985).jan (from Antoninus Era) had their own villas in
On the other hand, one of the practices of this civi-the outskirt of Italy’s peninsula. Promptly, this
lization that the modern mind finds hard to imag-fashion was extended to most parts of Roman so-
ine have been the gladiator fights. It is a notablyciety and thus appeared Baias, Cumae, Ostia,
widespread belief that Romans were keen onAntium, Misenum, and Pompeia as popular desti-
watching bloody festivals wherein people werenations (Jiménez Guzmán, 1986).
obliged to kill their enemies. In fact, Romans wereHitherto, a major step forward on this front was
loath to accept bloodsheds in their colonies. Notaccomplished by Paul Veyne, who in 1985 pub-
only was killing a person, no matter their national-lishes his book Histoire de la Vie Priveè. This
ity, a practice unaccepted but also often punishedscholar argues that one of the most demanded
by banishment. Even foreigners were protectedpleasures in this civilization was the banquet; ini-
from crimes during their stay in Rome by “Pere-tially, dinner was considered a reward because of
grinus Praetor.” Notwithstanding, this appears notdaily hard work; in such a ritual, status and duties
to be the case for the circle in where many people

were left behind symbolized by the position of
and wild animals were annually sacrificed to pro-

guests. However, on many occasions these kinds
vide citizens diversion. How can we understand

of events were accomplished between citizens of
this today?

a same status. That way, reclined in armchairs, The passion for the circle and traces increased
aristocrats tasted a diversity of dishes elaborated insofar as the empire was being extended. Although
in basis with fish, pig meat, and fruits of all na- riots and public dispute were discouraged by polit-
ture. Under this circumstance, the table as we ical power, in some instances streets were stained
know it today was considered a symbol of low in blood whenever certain gladiators came across
status and honor (Veyne, 1985). On the other others of opposing sides (Veyne, 1985). Etymo-
hand, by respecting their gastronomy, Veyne ex- logically, gladiator comes from the term gladius,
plains that bittersweet flavor was widespread in the name assigned initially to a sword that Etrus-
all dishes and foods. Whereas Romans were not cans gave to their prisoners for fighting each other.
accustomed to talk during the first dish, they did There is archeological evidence that the date of
talk during a second one as well as drinking an first gladiator game was in 490 BC hosted by Val-
abundance of vine in honor of Baco, who was a erius Maximus and known as munus gladiatorium.
divinity in charge of these kinds of events. Basi- Promptly, gladiators gained acceptance and fame,
cally, wine would be present at almost all stages as well as high prestige and honor in all Rome. In
of these feasts as a form of hospitality and pres- spite of their disposition, gladiators were consid-
tige. An anecdote mentioned by biographer Caius ered slaves but lacking of rights and inheritance.
Suetonius reflects how important the wine was for Most surely, gladiators were trained and commer-
Romans; of course, after being punished by her cialized in sites where many ladies and tourists

visited by nights. However, in some instance andfather, Emperor Augustus, Julia had been exiled
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depending on the emperor’s wishes, circle worked to take part in such an event would be punished
by the grace of involving gods. As a result of this,as a mechanism of social control where not only

criminals or prisoners but also enemies of Rome unlike modern tourism or event management, the
assistance and practice of leisure had an obligatorywere executed (Suetonius, 1985). As an exemplary

punishment, these kinds of fights were a form of character. Unlike as it occurred in Rome, in our
secularized world, tourism is deemed a voluntarilyconvince to audience regarding the fate of all who

decide to defy the authority of Emperor or Senate. activity that people choose to practice regardless
of the influence of churches. Secondly, it is veryTo be exact, circle as an institution has been wit-

ness of how many minorities—like Christians dur- hard to transcend the boundaries of ancient morals
and ethics. Broadly speaking, some customs thating the regime of Nero—were assassinated. Ev-

eryone who was pointed out as a staunch enemy today we may judge abominable not only were al-
lowed in Rome but also encouraged. Slavery asof Empire had been obliged to combat in this spec-

tacle. Like boxing in sporting events and public one of the main forms of economic production
considered people as part of patrimony. For exam-execution in the US, in Ancient Rome the circle

woke up support and devotion. Of course, the pas- ple, like goods in our modern times, people could
sion of spectacle with moral indoctrination has be very well consumed sexually without any kind
converged in circle. of restrictions pertaining to age or another condi-

By respecting their journeys, as mentioned in tion (Veyne, 1985).
the introductory section, it is premature to com-
pare modern tourism with the miles of citizens Conclusion
who traveled from one site to other site in the Em-

Like in Greece, Roman mythology encouragedpire. As Friedlander (1982) argued, communica-
the conflict confronting sons against their fathers.tion between Rome and its provinces was fluid as
Glory, fame, and power were values that a childwell as their ways were in very good condition. A
learned from the cradle. In the space of a few de-system of roads from Foro—split in five ways—
cades, Rome transformed into a military and eco-crossed all Italy outbound Spain, Gaul, Africa, and
nomic power. The abundance of resources in com-Germany. In accordance with this, A. J. Norval
bination with a mass of slaves provided a solid(1935) reminds us that a trip from Antioquia to
basis for expansion. It is estimated that for the 2ndConstantinople (almost 747 miles) took only 6
century BC Rome had 53 provinces or coloniesdays. The fastest recorded trip was achieved by
under its authority. The boundaries of the EmpireTiberius going 320 from Tichinum located in Ger-
not only marked the limits of approach, but alsomany to Italy in only 6 hours. The vital infrastruc-
of the civilization. Under such a context, the termture and road conditions were indeed one of best.
imperium has been applied in an ambivalentAs a result of this, many citizens departed in sum-
meaning. On the one hand, it referred to the eco-mer in search of sophisticated seaside resorts in
nomical bondage between two towns with theirthe coasts such as Baiae, Aedepus, and Canobus.
own sovereignty. On the other hand, imperiumAlongside Canobus towards Alexandria there were
worked as a formula applied in case of dominationnumerous hostels for trippers to be lodged. Any-
with regards to specific territory subordination. Inway, the attention was principally given to histori-
recognition of this, legitimacy was a notion con-cal ruins and divination destinations wherein aris-
structed with two different component: trade andtocrats asked for their fortune; these sites were
civilization (Grimal, 2002; Kaerst, 1929).Alexandria, Efeso, Esmira, Tebas, Menfis, and

From this point of view, practices of leisure hadRodas (Norval, 1935).
shaped a broader commercial structure whose endsBut, what are the differences between tourism
not only were linked to popular entertainment buttoday and roman leisure? To respond to this ques-
also the maintenance of domination and Roman-tion we are obliged to address issues related with
ization. The gladiator’s fight symbolized the supe-religion. A banquet or a feast of other nature was
riority of a folk which boasted the monopoly ofcelebrated in honor of the protection of certain di-

vinity. People invited to dinner but who declined all technology advances. Sometimes, public games
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Boston University. Retrieved from http://people.bu.edu/turned intentionally in a bloody political locale
chamley/95141/Roma1.pdfwherein demagogy and resistance converged.

Cioce Sampaio, C. A. (2005). El turismo como fenómeno
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quets (Veyne, 1985). Cordero Ulate, A. (2006). New axis of accumulation and
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100.
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